VISITOR CAR ACCESS AND PARKING INFORMATION

DIRECTIONS FOR APPROACHING AAO FROM THE EAST END OF DELHI ROAD I.E. FROM LINDFIELD/CHATSWOOD (FRONT ENTRANCE)

1. As you proceed along Delhi Road towards North Ryde you will pass the Northern Suburbs Crematorium on your left; a bit further along is the front entrance to 105 Delhi Road.
2. Turn left into AAO from Delhi Road.
3. Proceed to main reception for visitor passes.

DIRECTIONS FOR APPROACHING AAO FROM THE WEST END OF DELHI ROAD I.E. FROM EPPING ROAD OR M2 (REAR ENTRANCE) Note there is no right turn from Delhi Rd into the main entrance

As you proceed along Delhi Rd:

1. Turn right into Julius Avenue East at the traffic lights.
2. Take the first left into Richardson Place.
3. At the end of Richardson Place turn right into the driveway immediately to the right of the Small Animal Specialist Hospital/AB Mauri (1 Richardson Place).
4. Drive to the end of this short road and veer left up the hill.
5. Follow the road up towards the SASH building.
6. Stay to the right of the SASH building and follow this road to its end. Then turn left.
7. Proceed straight, all the way until you are entering the AAO precinct & parking area.
8. Proceed to main reception for visitor passes.

GOOD ALTERNATIVES TO DRIVING IS TO TAKE THE METRO TO NORTH RYDE AND THEN A 700 METRE WALK TO THE AAO OFFICE, OR THE 259 BUS WHICH RUNS BETWEEN MACQUARIE CENTRE AND CHATSWOOD STATION.